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The Importance of
Digital Fabrication

Over a century ago, Andrew Carnegie funded
more than 3,000 public libraries to expand and
provide improved access to knowledge. A number

books in a library or using equipment in a gym.
Today’s digital fabrication tools enable a com-

of these libraries even included gymnasiums to

mon language that is allowing diverse disciplines

foster agility and power.

to communicate with each other in unprecedented

Students and faculty who will lead the next

ways—unleashing collaborative potentials between

wave of design and innovation also need access

the arts and engineering. As you can see in this

to tools that foster knowledge, agility, and power.

brochure, the resulting outcomes—from people in

For tomorrow’s leaders, digital fabrication tools

multiple colleges working and experimenting at

constitute the technological libraries and gymnasi-

the intersections of their disciplines—are remarkable.

ums of the future. Access to these tools is a critical

We have highlighted seven projects that have

and pressing need for a country intent on extending

used digital tools to create innovative, thought

its long history of innovation.

provoking, and transformative objects and devices.

The Digital Inquiry and Group Innovation

The processes that each employ (with tear outs

Network [DIGI-Net] is Penn State University’s

of each project) are provided to inspire others.

answer to this challenge. Sharing a variety of tools
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of what is possible—no different than reading

DIGI-Net spans numerous disciplines and

throughout the University will allow students and

multiple colleges at Penn State. These digital

faculty to reach across domains to allow collabora-

fabrication tools provide today’s “digital water

tive research and unfettered inquiry. Whether it

cooler”, where people with diverse, but overlapping

is work, play, or something in-between, the result

interests can rub shoulders, exchange ideas, and

is that people will build skills, deepen interests, and

ultimately, explore innovation together. If you like

be able to approach challenging problems with

what you see, then we invite you to come and be a

a better understanding and deeper appreciation

part of it–just follow the map on the back to find us.

Mourning, cuff bracelet, 2008
from Baseball in Three Parts, Rebecca Strzelec

DIGI-Net’s Digital
Fabrication Processes

The digital tools that comprise DIGI-Net
are divided into three different processes:

Although there are several different ways

producing objects fitting in a 12 inch-cubed

is currently from .007” to .013”. While parts are

build envelope. Objects can be produced from

durable, the machine is relatively slow and one color

a wide range of engineering alloys such as steels,

is used per batch. A heated nozzle is used to

stainless steel, titanium, and blends of different

extrude two types of material: one for the model

alloys with properties that can meet or exceed

and one for supporting material. Like a sophis-

wrought properties. LENS also has the ability

ticated hot glue gun, the material exits the nozzles

to spatially grade material and structure, which

as a very thin bead of thermoplastic that immedi-

offers advantages over conventional manufactur-

ately hardens on top of previous layers. Elements

ing processes. Depending on the surface finish

that are not self-supporting are achieved by printing

and property requirements, the completed part

brittle support material, which must either be broken

can be heat-treated, hot-isostatic-pressed,

away or dissolved.

machined, or finished in any other manner.

Powder Bed Printer:
The Powder Bed Printer uses gypsum-like pow-

Subtractive
Processes

Additive (material is built up from scratch—

that 3D printers can make objects, the most typical

der into which a binder is sprayed through an inkjet

such as 3D printing), Subtractive (material

methods print thin layers of resin, plastic, powder,

print head to create each layer. It is relatively cheap

Subtractive processes represent the bulk

is removed from larger stock— such as CNC

or metal. Choice of printer type depends on factors

and fast, and some models permit full color printing.

milling), and Digital Input (existing objects

of Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC)

such as: cost, detail, color, speed, intended use, and

The final objects are powdery and somewhat fragile,

operations. In these processes, tools are driven

are translated into digital models—such as laser

strength. Generally, cross-sectional layers are built

but they can be strengthened through the applica-

in a precise and repeatable fashion to remove

scanning). Locations of various types of equip-

up, one slice at a time to create the final object.

tion of cyanoacrylate (super-glue). Layer thickness

material. Special programs (such as Master

ment throughout Penn State’s University Park

First, a 3D CAD model is exported as an STL file,

is currently .0035” to .004”. Objects do not need to

CAM and Visual Mill) translate 3D computer

Campus are identified on the map (see back

describing the object as a series of interlocking flat

be self-supporting since they are created in a bed

designs and create tool paths to drive various

cover), while interested users can go to

triangles. Before exporting, care must be taken

full of powder. They are simply “excavated” after

CNC tools. G-code is a common method of

http://www.diginet.psu.edu/ to see examples,

to ensure that the 3D model has closed boundaries

they are printed using brushes and a vacuum and

generating commands for these machines.

tutorials and usage policies.

(called “water-tight”, akin to a hollow chocolate

then blown off with compressed air. Molds can be

The number of axes that a machine can

Additive
Processes

treat) and that all “normals” face the same direction,

created for metal casting, and flexible parts can

operate in is critical when planning fabrication.

since computers assign an inner and outer face to

also be made, both of which require special powder.

There are three translational axes (X, Y, and Z),

Additive manufacturing processes print a 3D
object from a computer model and are used to
create intricate prototypes that cannot be easily
made by hand to assess design, fit, and function.
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parts for medical and aerospace applications.

with several colors available. Layer resolution

all surfaces. The STL file is imported into the 3D
printer’s software where the object is automatically
sectioned into layers for printing.

Fused Deposition Modeling:
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) printers

Metal Printer:
The Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS)
is an additive manufacturing system that uses
a high-powered laser in combination with metal
powder to produce fully dense metallic prototypes

as well as the rotational axes of pitch, yaw, and
roll in a six-axis CNC device. Precision and
repeatability are key features of CNC tools.

CNC Mill:
A CNC milling machine possesses many of the

3D printing can also be used for sculptures, recon-

use extruded polymers such as ABS to create

structing archeological artifacts, reproducingheavily

additive layers during the prototyping processes.

The LENS system at ARL Penn State, which has

in which a movable rotating head removes material

damaged evidence from crime scenes, and creating

The printed objects are fairly strong and durable,

three translational degrees of freedom, is capable of

fixed to a table. Most CNC mills can perform both

and functional components.

characteristics of its manual three-axis counterpart,

drilling and milling of a wide variety of materials,

the carriage or tailstock. Typically, on a CNC

materials. The cutter is usually connected to a high-

including plastic, wood, and metals. CNC mills are

lathe, a product is designed on CAD/ CAM

pressure water pump that ejects the water from the

described largely based on the degrees of freedom

software and then imported to the software govern-

nozzle slicing through the material. Abrasives such

possessed by their milling heads. The most ad-

ing the lathe commands.

as garnet and aluminum oxide may be mixed into

vanced machines have capabilities in all six axes.
The added degrees of freedom on a CNC mill
result in improved precision and efficiency, allowing

Laser cutting is a two-axis process that

the water to enhance the cutting power. Water jet

Digital input devices allow for the accurate

cutting can cut through material without disturbing

measurement of existing forms or the creation of

the inherent structure because the water jet has no

forms using haptic feedback devices. This process

users to mill features, such as undercuts, previously

controls the output of a computer-guided laser

heat-affected zone. Water jet cutters can be fit

usually entails either physically touching an existing

impossible on less advanced models. This tool is

in order to engrave or cut a material. Vector or

with a variety of nozzles to produce very small and

object with a probe or other non-contact methods

often used for metals and hard materials, and size

raster data is taken from a 2D drawing program,

intricate cuts. Finally, water jets are environmentally

that use low-powered lasers to assign points in

is dictated by the bed of the mill.

which then directs the positioning and type of

friendly since they produce no hazardous waste and

space to an object. These processes are used widely

cutting the laser does. The laser is aimed by a series

the water can be recycled in a closed-loop system.

in reverse engineering applications, reconstructive

CNC Router:
CNC routing is a procedure that uses computer-

of mirrors and focused through a lens onto the
material which it melts, burns, or vaporizes away.

Wire EDM:

archaeology, and for the creation of after-market
accessories. Haptic feedback devices are a unique

A Wire EDM (Electrical Discharge Machine)

way to create forms by providing a sense of touch

cuts with clean edges that require minimal finishing.

works by using electrical discharges from an ele-

for objects that either do not physically exist or for

axes or more. Similar to a CNC Mill, a CNC rou-

Additionally laser cutting reduces the chance of

ctrode to remove material from the work piece.

objects that exist remotely. Haptic-based tools are

ter uses CAD programming to control the cutting

warping the material because the laser system

Like a cheese cutter that works on metal, a brass

used for simple tasks such as creating 3D digital

bit. By utilizing a head that can move, this tech-

has a small heat-affected zone. One may process

wire is fed from a spool between two guides placed

objects without using a traditional computer mouse,

nique can cut out 2D profiles or create 3D surfaces

wood, cardboard, acrylic, leather, rubber, fabric,

above and below the work piece. The wire acts as

and far more complex tasks, such as performing

with complex shapes and curvature. CNC routing

mylar, and other materials.

an electrode that does not actually touch the piece.

robotic surgery from remote locations.

generated directions to enable a rotating head to

This technique can produce complex shapes and

cut wood, plastic, and nonferrous metals in three

is used in many diverse applications from mold
making to cabinet and sign making, as well as
a variety of sculptural applications. CNC routing

Ram EDM:
A Ram EDM (Electrical Discharge Machine)

The guides can translate in two dimensions quite
accurately, allowing for highly intricate and delicate
patterns on the work piece with cutting kerfs as

Laser Scanner:
Laser scanning is a technology that analyzes

often reduces material waste, frequency of errors

is also called a sinker, cavity, or volume EDM.

small as .004”. The electrical discharge process

a real-world object to collect data on its shape

during work, and time to reach the finished product.

A graphite tool creates rapid-fire electrical sparks,

occurs while submerged in a non-conductive fluid or

and appearance to construct digital 3D models.

This process is often used for large sheet goods.

which plunges into and removes material. The

dielectric, which is in many cases de-ionized water.

The object is scanned using a method called laser

process is usually performed submerged in an

The presence of a dielectric prevents the wire

triangulation. This technique uses a laser diode,

oil-based dielectric fluid to conduct current, keep

electrode from shorting out and provides cooling.

and a camera that form a triangle with the object

A CNC lathe possesses many of the charac-

material cool, and flush away debris. This process

The waste sparks are removed by the fluid medium,

being scanned. To pinpoint the exact geometry

teristics of its manual counterpart, which removes

is used often for the creation of master stamping-

and the fluid is then filtered for reuse. Applications

of the scanned object, the known parameters of

material from rotating stock. Like a mill, a lathe is

dies for coins, jewelry, and badges among others.

include the creation of ruled surfaces in very hard

the camera are used to compute the angle and

material and cutting of very small parts and holes.

distance to the object from the laser. This is done

CNC Lathe:

quite versatile in its ability to machine various materials; woods, plastics, and metals. A work piece

Water Jet Cutting:

for different sides of an object, forming a set of

Water jet cutting is a two-axis technique that

data points that can be assembled and output

can rotate. The work piece can then be turned or

uses a concentrated jet of water at high velocity

in 3D. 3D scanning can be used in many ways,

faced by a non-rotating tool mounted either on

and pressure to cut through metals and other

is mounted onto the chuck on the headstock, which
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Laser Cutter:

Digital Input
Processes

such as converting prototypes into data that can
be used for manufacturing, documenting artifacts,
planning facial reconstruction surgery, or creating
digital scanned models of humans for a variety of
media, such as video games and movies.

Digital Clay Carver:
The digital clay carver is a haptic feedback
device used to create objects from digital clay
that does not physically exist. Users are able
to “feel” the shape of the clay using a wand-like
device, in a surprisingly convincing fashion. Unlike
traditional clay, users can change the hardness of
the clay, deform it by tugging, uniformly thicken
objects, and mirror one half of their creations to
create symmetrical objects, among many other
unusual techniques. This device is popular for
creating characters for film and animation, in
industrial design, and sculpture. It is also useful for
repairing and improving files for 3D printing. The
lack of a mouse and the “sense of touch” make this
device an ideal way to explore creative uses for
3D software without prior knowledge.
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Spinal Column

Case Study 1 / Passively Morphing Ornithopter Wings
Yash Tummala, graduate student, with Mary Frecker, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
in collaboration with Aimy Wissa, graduate student, with James E. Hubbard Jr., Professor
of Aerospace Engineering, University of Maryland

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, or Ornithopters,
are receiving a lot of attention these days. The

sheets, with the help of a Universal Laser Systems

objective in this project is to design a novel, pas-

M360 laser cutter equipped with a 35W CO2 laser.

sively morphing ornithopter wing. The morphing

The prototype was designed to imitate a bird’s

of a wing is characterized by three deflections

wrist and eventually mimic Continuous Vortex

namely bending, sweep, and twist. Many of the

Gait during a bird’s flight. These prototypes will

state of the art designs for wing morphing use

be installed in an ornithopter’s wing and tested.

active mechanisms or involve rigid body mecha-

This project aims to understand the structural

nisms. However, this project tries to achieve the

dynamics of a bird’s flight and to demonstrate

desired morphing passively (i.e. without any

the feasibility of passively morphing wings. These

actuators) with the help of novel monolithic

wings can then be tailored to provide more lift for

compliant mechanisms. Passively-morphing

takeoff or more thrust for forward flapping flight

wings make no additional power demands.

than conventional non-morphing wings. This three

These compliant mechanisms will be designed

year-project is being sponsored by Air Force Office

so that they can be installed in any ornithopter.

of Scientific Research.

As part of the preliminary analysis, a novel
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The pictured spine was fabricated from Delrin

compliant spine for bending alone was designed.

Narcissus pseudonarcissus (daffodil)

Case Study 2 / Digital Daffodil
Brendan Herlihy, Hamed Aali, Matt Graham, Jia Guo, Eric Kaing, Phil McGee, Amy
Quarrick, and Haley Ventura as part of a class project in ARCH 497 DigiFAB with
David Celento, Assistant Professor of Architecture

Students in DigiFAB are introduced to digital
fabrication technologies and processes through
a variety of design exercises that result in built

like a daffodil.
This project was digitally modeled using script-

constructions. The course is “hands-on”, wherein

ing techniques and then digitally sliced into thirty

the students gain knowledge of both hardware and

two different petals. Seating is provided inside the

software involved in digital fabrication. The topics

bud as shown in the photo. Patterns were created,

covered include: rapid prototyping, CNC milling,

and sheets of plywood were CNC milled to create

laser cutting, laser scanning, scripting, and a variety

a form that opens in stages, much like a flower

of specialty software.

opening in the sun.

The Digital Daffodil is the result of a student
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a source of inspiration. Few things say “Spring”

The campus reception was a glowing one, even

team-project created in the Fall of 2009 with

though a few thought it was an Ode to the Rock-

Professor Celento. The students wanted to create

ettes. The Center Daily Times featured a photo

a large installation that would have performative

of the piece, and there were 360,000 hits on Penn

aspects, allowing students to rearrange various

State’s Facebook site. Pretty remarkable, consider-

components and to provide them with a space

ing our beloved JoePa held the previous record at

to gather. With Spring being a much anticipated

300,000. Many apologies, JoePa!

event in Happy Valley, a flower was chosen as

Case Study 3 / The Shorthand Series
Rebecca Strzelec, Associate Professor of Visual Arts, PennState Altoona

Rebecca Strzelec, Associate Professor of Visual

In taking 2D language and giving it 3D form, Re-

Arts at Penn State Altoona, creates wearable objects

becca captures the movement and energy created

via CAD, 3D modeling, and rapid prototyping.

in the act of mark-making. By selecting a language

Her work is included in the permanent collection of

that at one time was considered industry standard in

the Museum of Arts and Design and in numerous

its efficiency, she compares and contrasts this to the

exhibitions in prominent contemporary craft galler-

technology she employs in her work. Creating within

ies in the US and abroad.

3D virtual space and producing tangible versions

In The Shorthand Series, Rebecca strives to cre-
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of the objects through various rapid prototyping

ate a group of objects that supply the beginnings

processes challenges the history-laden ideals of

of a narrative, while subtly commenting on how she

craft. The media she chose to work in is seen by

creates her work. Directly inspired by the defunct

many as a shortcut, when in essence it is like Gregg

stenography language of Gregg Shorthand, the

Shorthand—a language. Through “The Shorthand

brooches are 3D versions of 2D shorthand outlines.

Series”, which contains twelve brooches, she creates

In choosing words that evoke the positive and nega-

a metaphor for how a fluency of language, be it

tive emotions of personal relationships, Rebecca

written or visual, can allow the writer/artist to create

wants viewers to imagine a time or event in their

their concepts more fluidly.

life when such words were relevant.

Case Study 4 / DIGI-Net Kiosk
Jason Beaken, Will Bunk, J.P. Gonzalez, and Kayvon Mirdamadi as part of a class project
in ARCH 497A/B X-Disciplinary Creativity with Matt Parkinson, Assistant Professor of
Engineering Design, and David Celento, Assistant Professor of Architecture

The DIGI-Net Kiosk is one of the exciting
results of a new cross-disciplinary class composed

tivity issues exploring dimensional, handicapped,

of students from the College of Engineering and

aesthetic, safety, and fabrication issues. Various

the College of Arts & Architecture. This student

methods were explored to enable the touchscreen

group was tasked with creating a formal solution

to move for optimized use by both standing and

to display the printed brochures and digital content

wheelchair users. The kiosk also serves as a point of

for the new DIGI-Network. The kiosks are planned

distribution for this booklet to permit a “take-away”

to be installed in all facilities at Penn State that are

that may be shared. Future plans include an

participants in the digital fabrication network.

iPhone/Android app to further increase access

These energetic students began by generating
a large number of low-tech, alpha prototypes at
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scale, beta mockups in order to study user interac-

to DIGI-Net.
The final prototype version is the result of

very small scale. This iterative process allowed the

a combination of digital modeling in Form Z (to

students to explore a wide spectrum of options, for

assist in pre-visualization) and physical prototyping.

which user surveys were conducted to narrow down

Aluminum was chosen for concerns regarding

the selections for further design development. The

recyclability and durability. Thanks to calculations

students then collaborated closely with the DIGI-

(as well as old fashioned efforts to tip a snack

Net team to generate more detailed and more

machine), the final result is tip-free.

highly developed solutions, which resulted in larger

Case Study 5 / SPLAST
David Celento, Assistant Professor of Architecture, for Professor Marcelo Spina
at the Harvard University Graduate School of Design

In 1947, Charles and Ray Eames created a leg
splint for the US Navy using molded plywood. The

As anyone who has ever worn a cast knows,

splint was functional, light, strong, and became leg-

they are rather sweaty, smelly, awkward, and per-

endary among designers. Today, nearly sixty years

haps most disconcertingly, impair one’s ability to

later, the SPLAST revisits the topic using cutting-

maintain joint flexibility and muscle tone. The

edge technology, thus serving as an homage to the

SPLAST seeks to address this aspect by allow-

original Eames’ endeavor.

ing for increased ability to remove the protective

With performance and precision as the primary

armature when one is at rest, after the initial stages

goals, Celento turned to extreme applications for

of bone knitting, thus aiding in the healing process.

inspiration–motor and sailboat racing, sports medi-
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vacuum forming of carbon kevlar.

The result of this investigation is 25% lighter

cine, bullet proof vests, space suits, and garments

than the Eames’ splint–weighing just under one

for severe work environments–and a dizzying array

pound–and is capable of serving as both a SPLINT

of digital tools.

and a high-performance, custom-fitting CAST,

Laser scanning was used to acheive a precis-

hence the name SPLAST. The product is water-

ion fit. The information was analyzed using 3D

proof, breathable, adjustable, removable, and will

software, and prototypes were produced with

permit the insertion of cooling gels and electro-

a 3D powder bed printer and CNC milling.

stimulation to prevent muscle atrophy.

The mold was produced using laser cutting and

Case Study 6 / Multi-Function Forceps
Milton Aguire, graduate student, with Mary Frecker, Professor of Mechanical Engineering,
and Randy Haluck, MD, Department of Surgery, and Abraham Mathew, MD, Department
of Gastroenterology, Milton S. Hershey Medical Center

During laparoscopic procedures, surgical
instruments are inserted into the abdomen through

The work was funded by The National Institute

small incisions to perform minimally invasive surgery.

of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering. As

A variety of surgical instruments have been devel-

part of his doctorial work, Milton Aguire designed

oped to improve the efficiency and outcome of such

and fabricated a 1 mm diameter multi-functional

procedures. While most instruments are designed

forceps-scissors device. Using size and shape

for a single task (e.g., dissecting), they are frequently

optimization techniques, optimal dimensions were

used for multiple functions (e.g., dissecting, cutting,

determined and used to fabricate a monolithic

grasping) when inserted in the patient.

compliant prototype.

Working with surgeons at the Milton S. Hershey

20
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trauma during instrument exchanges.

Results revealed that tool performance was

Medical Center, faculty and students in bioengi-

improved when permitting the cross-sectional

neering and mechanical engineering studied the

area along the length of the device to vary (size

tasks and sequences of instrument use in common

optimization), as compared to a constant cross-

laparoscopic procedures. Time motion analysis

section design. For design validation, stainless steel

and state transition diagrams were used to identify

prototypes were machined using a Wire Electrical

and design new multi-functional instruments, which

Discharge Machine (EDM) located at the College

graduate students prototyped and fabricated for

of Engineering machine shop. Employing wire

validation and testing. Multi-functional instruments

EDM, mesoscale parts were fabricated out of 17-4

reduce the number of instrument exchanges, op-

PH stainless steel condition H900 with a precision

erating time, as well as the risk of inadvertent tissue

of +/- 2 micro-meters.

Impact produced on Mary’s multi-function forceps: http://impact.psu.edu/advancing_surgery.php

Case Study 7 / Digital Islam
David Celento, Assistant Professor of Architecture

CeramiSKIN is an interdisciplinary investigation
by David Celento (architect) and Del Harrow

were “re-conceived as tessellations of a special set

(ceramics artist) examining new possibilities for

of equilateral polygons” in Islamic architecture. This

ceramic cladding using digital design and digital

allowed for precise patterns to be developed over

fabrication techniques. The research shown is part

large surfaces using aperiodic Penrose patterning.

of a collaborative residency at The European
Ceramics Work Centre in The Netherlands.
The primary goals of ceramiSKIN as they relate

In this project, digital models were developed in
Maya, with negative forms CNC milled from high
density foam with various tooling patterns to create

to digitally assisted production are: greater variety

desired effects. Silicon positive casts were created,

and complexity, reduced cost and time, a higher

then plaster molds were formed for slip casting

degree of accuracy, and an attempt to facilitate

of the parts in stoneware. Five component parts

a wider range of digital design possibilities through

were cast, bisque-fired, glazed, and re-fired. Experi-

the use of ceramics in architectural cladding systems.

mentation with dying of the ceramic slip material

Digital Islam is based upon the use of Penrose

22
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that occurred around 1200CE when tile patterns

and various lusters was also performed. Pieces may

geometries inspired by the research of physicist

be arranged in repeating or non-repeating patterns

and Harvard doctoral student Peter Lu into Girih

to adapt to flat or curvilinear building facades.

tiles. He has described a conceptual breakthrough

Case Study 1 / Passively Morphing Ornithopter Wings
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Case Study 1 / Passively Morphing Ornithopter Wings
Yash Tummala, graduate student, with Mary Frecker, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
in collaboration with Aimy Wissa, graduate student, with James E. Hubbard Jr., Professor
of Aerospace Engineering, University of Maryland

Laser Cutter
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles or Ornithopters

This spine was fabricated from Delrin sheets, with

are receiving a lot of attention these days. The

the help of a Universal Laser Systems M360 (laser

objective of the project is to design a novel,

cutter). The prototype was designed to imitate a

passively-morphing ornithopter wing. Many of the

bird’s wrist and eventually mimic Continuous Vortex

state of the art designs for wing morphing use ac-

Gait during a bird’s flight. These prototypes will be

tive mechanisms or involve rigid body mechanisms.

installed in an ornithopter’s wing and tested. This

This project on the other hand tries to achieve the

three-year project is being sponsored by Air Force

desired morphing passively with the help of novel

Office of Scientific Research.

monolithic compliant mechanisms.

Case Study 4 / DIGI-Net Kiosk

Case Study 2 / Digital Daffodil
Brendan Herlihy, Hamed Aali, Matt Graham, Jia Guo, Eric Kaing, Phil McGee, Amy
Quarrick, and Haley Ventura as part of a class project in ARCH 497 DigiFAB with
David Celento, Assistant Professor of Architecture

CNC Router
The Digital Daffodil is the result of a student
based team-project created in the Fall of 2009,

inspiration. Few things say “Spring” like a daffodil.
This project was digitally modeled using differ-

with Professor Celento. The students wanted to

ent scripting techniques and then digitally sliced

create a large installation that would have perfor-

into thirty-two different petals. Seating is provided

mative aspects, allowing students to rearrange vari-

inside the bud. Patterns were created and sheets

ous components and to provide them with a space

of plywood were CNC milled to create a form

to gather. With Spring being an anticipated event

that can open in stages, much like a flower opening

in Happy Valley, a flower was chosen as a source of

in the sun.

Case Study 5 / SPLAST

Case Study 3 / The Shorthand Series
Rebecca Strzelec, Associate Professor of Visual Arts, Penn State Altoona

Fused Deposition Modeling
Rebecca Strzelec, Associate Professor of

In taking 2D language and giving it 3D form,

Visual Arts at Penn State Altoona, creates wear-

Rebecca captures the movement and energy

able objects via CAD, 3D modeling, and rapid

created in the act of mark-making. By selecting

prototyping. With The Shorthand Series, Rebecca

a language that at one time was considered indus-

strives to create a group of objects that supply the

try standard in its efficiency. She compares and

beginnings of a narrative, while subtly comment-

contrasts tothe technology she employs in her work.

ing on how she creates her work. Directly inspired

Creating within 3D virtual space and producing

by the defunct stenography language of Gregg

tangible versions of the objects through various

Shorthand, the brooches are 3D versions of 2D

rapid prototyping processes challenges the history-

shorthand outlines.

laden ideals of craft.

Case Study 6 / Multi Function Forceps

Case Study 4 / DIGI-Net Kiosk
Jason Beaken, Will Bunk, J.P. Gonzalez, and Kayvon Mirdamadi as part of a class project in
ARCH 497A/B X-Disciplinary Creativity with Matt Parkinson, Assistant Professor of Engineering
Design, and David Celento, Assistant Professor of Architecture

CNC Router
The DIGI-Net Kiosk is one of the exciting

very small scale. This iterative process allowed them

results of a new cross-disciplinary class composed

to explore a wide spectrum of options. The students

of students from the College of Engineering and

then collaborated closely with the DIGI-Net team

the College of Arts & Architecture. This student

to generate more detailed and more highly devel-

group was tasked with creating a formal solution

oped solutions, which resulted in larger scale, beta

to display the printed brochures and digital content

mockups in order to study user interactivity issues

for the new DIGI-Network.

exploring dimensional, handicapped, aesthetic,

These energetic students began by generating
a large number of low-tech, alpha prototypes at

safety, and fabrication issues.

C Study 7 / Digital Islam
Case

Case Study 5 / Splast
David Celento, Assistant Professor of Architecture, for Professor Marcelo Spina at the Harvard
University Graduate School of Design

Laser Cutter

Laser Scanner

CNC Mill

In 1947, Charles and Ray Eames created a leg

Powder Bed Printer
are rather sweaty, smelly, awkward, and perhaps

splint for the United States Navy using molded ply-

most disconcertingly, impair one’s ability to main-

wood. Today, nearly sixty years later, the SPLAST

tain joint flexibility and muscle tone. The result of

revisits the topic using cutting-edge technology.

this investigation weighs just under one pound and

With performance and precision as primary goals,

is capable of serving as both a SPLINT and a high-

extreme applications served as inspiration – motor

high-performance, custom-fitting CAST; hence the

and sailboat racing, sports medicine, bullet proof

name SPLAST. The product is waterproof, breath-

vests, space suits, and garments for severe work

able, adjustable, removable, and will permit the

environments.

insertion of cooling gels and electro-stimulation

As anyone who has ever worn a cast knows, they

to prevent muscle atrophy.

Digital Fabrication Icons

Case Study 6 / Multi-Function Forceps
Milton Aguire, graduate student, with Mary Frecker, Professor of Mechanical Engineering,
and Randy Haluck, MD, Department of Surgery, and Abraham Mathew, MD, Department
of Gastroenterology, Milton S. Hershey Medical Center

Wire EDM
Milton Aguirre is working on his Ph.D. in
Mechanical Engineering and expects to graduate

a monolithic compliant prototype.
Tests show the tools performance was improved

in Spring 2011. As part of a multidisciplinary group

when permitting the cross-sectional area along

developing design and manufacturing methods for

the length of the device to vary, as compared to

nanoparticulate enabled instruments for minimally

a constant cross-section design. For design valida-

invasive surgery. A 1 mm diameter multifunc-

tion, stainless steel prototypes were machined

tional forceps-scissors device was designed and

using a wire Electrical Discharge Machine (EDM),

fabricated for minimally invasive surgery. Using

meso-scale parts were fabricated out of 17-4 PH

size and shape optimization techniques, optimal

stainless steel condition H900 with the precision

dimensions were determined and used to fabricate

of +/- 2 micro-meters.

Case Study 7 / Digtal Islam
David Celento, Assistant Professor of Architecture

CNC MILL
CeramiSKIN began as an interdisciplinary

The goal was to create ceramic tiles that may

investigation by David Celento (architect) and Del

be arranged in repeating or non-repeating patterns

Harrow (ceramics artist) examining new possibili-

to adapt to flat and curvilinear building facades.

ties for ceramic cladding using digital design and

Digital models were developed in Maya, with nega-

digital fabrication techniques, This project was

tive forms CNC milled from high density foam with

developed during a collaborative residency at

various tooling patterns to create desired effects.

EKWC in The Netherlands. Digital Islam is based

Silicon positive casts were created, then plaster

upon the use of Penrose geometries inspired by the

molds were formed for slip casting of the parts in

research of physicist and Harvard doctoral student

stoneware. Five component parts were cast, bisque-

Peter Lu into Girih tiles.

fired, glazed, and re-fired.

Digital Fabrication Icons
Ryan Russell, Assistant Professor of Graphic Design
Megan Yanchitis, Assistant Designer

Top Row: Fused Deposition Modeling (additive),

Third Row: CNC Mill (subtractive), Laser Cutter

Powder Bed Printer (additive), Laser Engineered

(subtractive), Foam Cutter (subtractive), Plasma

Net Shaping (additive), CNC Roller (subtractive),

Cutter (subtractive), Waterjet Cutter (subtractive)

CNC Punch (subtractive)

Fourth Row: LOM (subtractive), SLA (subtrac-

Second Row: CNC Bender (subtractive), RAM

tive), Clay Carver (digital input), Laser Scanner

EDM (subtractive), Wire EDM (subtractive),

(digital input)

CNC Lathe (subtractive)

Most days she dreams of being a tree, 2007
by Rebecca Strzelec

DIGI-Net is
brought to you by:

The new Center for Research in Design and

and social science bearing on design work. Design

Architecture

Innovation (CRDI) brings together faculty from

tools include design languages, design methods,

Students: Will Bunk, JP Gonzalez, Joe Kelly

across Penn State, particularly the Colleges of Arts

and computer-aided design and fabrication tech-

Faculty: David Celento

& Architecture, Business, Engineering, Informa-

nologies. The CRDI enhances our ability to conduct

tion Sciences & Technology, and Liberal Arts. The

research across these disciplinary boundaries, and

Engineering

Center unites existing activities and provides the

DIGI-Net is our first attempt to catalogue this

Students: Jason Beaken, Todd Harder, Mark McGinley, Kayvon Mirdamadi, James Wall

structure to undertake new ventures including col-

landscape and the digital resources it contains.

Faculty: Timothy W. Simpson, Matt Parkinson

laborations with industry and the development of
graduate-level interdisciplinary design courses.

CRDI also conducts a number of outreach
activities. These include a workshop series featuring

Graphic Design

distinguished speakers from within the different

Students: Andrew Alvarez, Jessica Bustin, Courtney Christopher, Ryan DeMarco,

disciplinary research. Some of the specific areas

design communities. Additionally, CRDI is among

Jenna Lark, Megan Yanchitis

of scholarship are: Innovation in Design, Design

the sponsors of the annual Iron Lion Design Chal-

Faculty: Ryan Russell

Decision Making, Automated Concept Genera-

lenge, a week-long design, build, test event. It was

tion, Design Organization, Product Family Design,

also the organizing body for a series of workshops,

Information Sciences & Technology

Systems Design, Visualization, Remote Design

sponsored by the National Science Foundation,

Students: George Adams IV, Arka Chaudhuri, Soraya Khaja, Brad Klein, Kirk Lunden,

Collaboration, and Design for Human Variability.

that are redefining graduate design education in

Stefanice Recupero, Jeffrey Reyes, Mitch Thomas, Thomas Vanantwerp

These areas are integrated by two themes:

the US. To learn more please visit

Faculty: Brian Cameron, John Hill

(1) human contexts and (2) design technologies

http://www.design.psu.edu/

The CRDI is involved in a wide array of multi-
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Contributors to
DIGI-Net include:

and tools. Human contexts include cognitive science

To Donate to DIGI-Net:

We hope you enjoyed learning more about the

making Penn State’s digital fabrication resources

and seeing some of the remarkable interdisciplinary

more readily available and accessible. You can

projects in the Colleges of Arts & Architecture,

help by contributing to our new Design Innovation

Engineering, and Information Sciences & Technol-

Fund to support interdisciplinary design projects,

ogy. With your help, we can do much, much more.

create student scholarships or named professorships

Companies

to support those working in DIGI-Net, or endow

cross-college connections and enable a wider range
of interdisciplinary pursuits that are only possible
through open use of the latest digital fabrication
technology. Corporate sponsors are invited to
contribute projects, materials, and/or equipment to
any of the DIGI-Net facilities, or to make donations
to help us connect the facilities and labs across
campus to establish clear pathways for students
to hone their innovation capabilities during their
academic careers.
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or make a part? DIGI-Net seeks to change that by

digital fabrication resources available at Penn State

Supporting the DIGI-Net effort will strengthen

Alumni
Remember when you were a student and you
had trouble finding a place to prototype your ideas

Support for DIGI-Net
provided by:

DIGI-Net itself to enable broader usage of Penn
State’s digital fabrication resources.

Giving to
Penn State
To contribute to DIGI-Net, please visit
http://www.giveto.psu.edu/
1. Click on the “give now” logo on the right
2. Fill in your personal info & amount
3. Select “other” under designation
4. Type in “learning DIGI-Net”
^^^This is the key step
5. Complete gifting information
or send an email to diginet@psu.edu
Dedicated To Educating World-Class Engineers

This brochure is brought to you by the
Center for Research in Design & Innovation.

